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Introduction
With the advent of full-body technology, we are witnessing a growing interest in the role played by the body in
shaping and also measuring experiences [1]. There are three main reasons for this. First, the emergence of
multimodal technology has brought our body back to the centre of the interactive experience. Second, the
availability of increasingly cheaper and unobtrusive motion capture sensors allows for a more feasible analysis
of continuous behaviour. Third, an increasing understanding, from various research fields, of the fact that body
movement and posture affect the way we perceive and evaluate both ourselves and the environment (e.g. [2, 3]),
raises new interesting and challenging questions regarding measuring engagement.
According to the pragmatist philosopher John Dewey and to embodied interaction research [4, 5, 6], experience
is not predefined by the design of technology. Rather, it emerges through the interaction between user and
technology within a context where the body is a vehicle for engagement. This has led HCI and game researchers
to investigate more thoroughly the role of body movement in player experience [7-10]. In [7], the author
proposes a taxonomy of movements that is important to player experience and lets the players appropriate the
game, i.e. actively construct meanings of their own game experience. In this paper, we use this taxonomy and the
studies reported in [7, 12, 13] to suggest body movement measures to gain insight into the player’s engagement.

Body movement as a measure of commitment to gameplay
According to the taxonomy proposed in [7], there are two types of body movements that are related to the
performance of the game: task-control movements and task-facilitating movements. Task-control movements
are the movements set by a game designer for the control of the game. Task-facilitating movements are
movements that players use to facilitate the control of the game (i.e. distributed cognition over body resources
available [14, 15]). Since coordinating available resources requires knowledge about the activity (i.e. the game),
these types of body movements are generally used only by experienced players [14].
What should we measure of these two categories of movements? In [12] and [13], the authors found that players
appropriated the controllers, and hence the body movements to control the game, according to the motivations
that led them to play the game. When they were led by wanting a hard-fun type of game (i.e. challenging their
skills to win the game), players reported using their body movements to exploit optimally the functionalities
offered by the controller to gain points. Hence, a first measure of engagement should provide a measure of the
player’s effort to optimize the control of the game. Four consecutive phases could be envisaged as part of this
optimization process: exploration, consolidation, mastering and performing.
During the exploration phase, the player is engaged in understanding what the control movements are and how
their body can accomplish them. A body-pattern-entropy measure could be used to detect these explorative
phases. This measure could be computed for different body parts or groups of body parts. Investigating the
profile of these measures over time could provide insights into the effort and progress of the players. It could be
expected that, rather than decreasing over time, their profile may be characterized by multiple local minima
(each corresponding to the learning of a particular body movement pattern), until certain body patterns are
acquired. If a player remains in a local minimum for too long and his/her task-control movements are still far
from optimal, boredom or frustration may appear and the player may disengage. When a set of coordinated taskcontrol movements has been learnt, i.e. their distance from their optimal execution is below a certain threshold,
their consolidation phase may start. In this phase, we may expect that the measure of body pattern entropy may
increase only on the body parts involved in the type of patterns to consolidate. A measure of distance between
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the executed movement and the optimal target movement, together with a measure, over time, of the tuning
exploration space, could be used to capture the player’s effort towards achieving his/her goal.
The phase of mastering may see the emergence of task-related movements (e.g. involvement of other body parts)
to further optimize the learnt control patterns. Differently from the explorative phases, where various body parts
may be involved without really contributing to the game control, the task-related body movements should be
aligned (e.g. in synchrony, or sequentially organized) with the task-control body movements. For example, in
[7], the rhythm of foot tapping (task-related movement) is synchronized with the pressing of the guitar buttons
(task-control movement) in the Guitar Hero music game [7]. Hence, measures of relatedness between taskcontrol body movements and emerging body movements may be used to detect the players’ engagement in
appropriating the game and creating their own body movement strategies. Finally, during the performing phase,
the player is using the acquired body patterns to win the game. We should expect low entropy at this stage and a
variety of task-control movements being exploited.
Whilst we have presented these four phases as consecutive and fully independent phases, we may in fact expect
that they overlap as the learning of each different movement pattern may not start at the same time. Also, as the
players get better, they may take on new challenges and hence a new learning process may start.

Creation and steering of the interactive game experience.
An important aspect of the player experience is the way the player continuously builds and assigns meaning to
the interaction within the game. The studies reported in [7] show that, through proprioceptive feedback, body
movement plays a key role in facilitating a transition from a pure hard-fun engagement, where the players’
motivations are mainly to win and challenge themselves, to an experience that grounds its pleasure in taking up
the role-play that the game offers. Particularly important in facilitating this shift are role-play body movements.
When easy fun and emotional experience motivated play, players fully engaged with and gained pleasure from
their body movements, even when these interfered with scoring points [7, 16]. Hence, optimal control of the
game may not always be what players look forward to; what players may be working towards is to achieve
enjoyable role-play movements. Automatic recognition of role-play body movements may be necessary to
measure automatically such types of engagement. The increasing availability of data captured using new
movement sensing technologies (e.g. CHALEARN Gesture Challenge1) is providing the space and the resources
for such capabilities to be developed and we are assisting with a steady progress in this direction [17-22].
Another source of information on the engagement of the players is provided by their affective and social body
expressions. Various efforts have been made to create software that can automatically recognize such
expressions [11], with increasing interest in naturalistic expressions. For example, [23, 24] have investigated
this question in the whole-body game context with promising results. The recognition of these expressions not
only informs us of how the player feels but also about the player’s motivations for playing the game. In fact,
hard fun and easy fun are generally characterized by a different set of emotions [7]. Furthermore, it may also be
interesting to explore when the affective expressions may appear to be acted (i.e. part of the role-play). This may
shed light on when how the players are actively building the social and affective parts of their experience.
Finally, recognizing the players’ affective body expressions can also provide information about their action
tendency, i.e. their readiness to act upon the events [25].
A problem related to the detection of affective expression is its dependence on the type of action that is
performed (e.g. a backhand vs. forehand in a tennis game). Studies on acted body expressions (e.g. [11, 26])
have shown that certain features for affective body expression discrimination appear to be constant over different
types of action. However, the fact that these results are based on acted expressions may raise the concern that
this could be true only for stereotypical expressions. It would be interesting to explore computational models that
can optimize the solution of the affective discrimination problem by automatically exploiting information about
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http://www.kaggle.com/c/GestureChallenge. Downloaded on 1 April 2012.
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the context (i.e., type of action, identity of the person, etc.). These kinds of approaches have shown promising
results (e.g. [27]) in the recognition of emotions by using computational models that co-learn tasks that are
orthogonal to emotion recognition (e.g. learning to recognize person identity) by exploiting the knowledge that
these tasks are based on quasi-orthogonal (i.e. separate) features. This could be the case with action and emotion.
In fact, results by Atkinson et al. [28] have highlighted that, whereas recognition of the type of action being
performed (e.g. walking vs. playing tennis) is based on local body joint information, recognition of the affective
content of an expression is based on overall measures of body configuration and dynamics.

Conclusions
The emerging full-body technology and the increasingly cheaper motion capture systems offer interesting
possibilities for the design and evaluation of entertainment technology. Body movement is a very important
source of information about player experience. It offers the means to measure how the player is appropriating the
game and at the same time it is a window on the player’s affective experience. The field is emerging and
providing interesting features for measuring player experience. We propose here to investigate changes in body
movement entropy as a way to gain insight on how the player is appropriating the game control. Four different
phases were discussed where the profile of such measure may differ: exploration, consolidation, mastering and
performing. Furthermore, affective and social body expressions may be used to measure not only how the
players feels but also to understand if the players is actively building a hard-fun type of experience or if s/he is
looking forward to an easy-fun type instead. When easy-fun is the main motivation of the player, the body
patterns to be measured are also (and possibly mainly) the role-play ones rather than only the ones to optimally
control the game.
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